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Abstract

Many sites are created by people who lack pro-
fessional training in web design. We present
‘SiteGuide’, a tool that helps amateur web de-
signers to decide which information will be in-
cluded in a new web site and how the information
will be organized. SiteGuide takes as input URLs
of web sites from the same domain as the site the
user wants to create. It automatically searches
the pages of these example sites for common top-
ics and common structural features. On the basis
of these commonalities it creates a model of the
user’s needs. The model can serve as a starting
point for the new web site. Also, it can be used
to check whether important elements are missing
in a concept version of the new site and, if neces-
sary, to adapt the initial design.

1 Introduction
Even the smallest companies, institutes and associations
are expected to have their own web sites. However, many
small organizations lack the expertise to create high qual-
ity web sites themselves and neither can they afford to hire
a professional web designer. Consequently, many sites are
build by amateurs. For these inexperienced web designers
building a site takes a lot of time and the resulting web sites
are often of low quality.

Existing tools that support authoring of web sites, such
as Abobe’s Dreamweaver1 and Microsoft’s Frontpage2,
provide an environment in which sites can be created, but
they do not help users to decide which topics need to be
included in the site and how the content must be organized
[Falkovych and Nack, 2006]. These tools are a solution for
users who do not know HTML, but not for users who are
not experienced web designers.

In this paper we present ‘SiteGuide’, a tool that helps a
user to create a setup for the content and the structure of a
new site. SiteGuide models the implicit needs and expecta-
tions of the user and gives the user advice on how to create a
site that meets these requirements. The user does not need
to enter his (or her) requirements explicitly. This would
be undesirable, as beforehand designers of web sites often
do not know exactly what they want. Moreover, learning
the input format for the requirements can be a drawback of
using such a system. Instead, SiteGuide offers a natural in-
terface in the tradition of the web 2.0: the user can specify

1http://www.adobe.com/products/dreamweaver
2http://office.microsoft.com/frontpage

his requirements in the form of examples. The user pro-
vides some examples (typically 3 to 10) of web sites from
the same domain as the one he wants to create. For in-
stance, a user who wants to build a site for a small amateur
soccer club enters URLs of web sites of other small soccer
clubs that he likes. From the examples SiteGuide automat-
ically deduces what the user has in mind and how this can
be accomplished.

When a user enters a set of URLs in SiteGuide, the sys-
tem overlays the sites in such a way that pages with similar
topics or structures are mapped onto each other. The result
of this process is a model of the sites that describes the fea-
tures that the sites’ pages have in common. For example, in
the soccer club domain, a feature could be that all example
sites contain information about youth teams or that pages
about membership always link to pages about subscription
fees. The model is presented to the user in human readable
format and serves as a setup for the new web site. When
the user has already created a first draft of his site, the draft
is compared automatically with the model, so that missing
topics or deviating information structures are revealed.

Reviewing example sites to get a better picture of what
is needed is not a new idea. This step is commonly per-
formed during the design of a web site[Newman and Lan-
day, 2000]. However, until now this step had to be per-
formed manually which is very time-consuming. More-
over, when a user goes through the examples by hand, there
is a large probability that important features of the sites are
overlooked. SiteGuide enables an efficient, thorough and
structured review of a set of example sites.

In this paper we explain the algorithms behind the
SiteGuide system. In addition, we present the results of a
preliminary evaluation study, in which we apply SiteGuide
to web sites from three different domains and evaluate the
resulting example site models.

2 Related work
There are many tools available that allow users to cre-
ate web sites without typing HTML. Tools such as
Dreamweaver1 and Frontpage2 offer attractive graphical
user interfaces that enable users to easily insert text, pic-
tures, hyperlinks, forms, etc. However, as discussed, these
tools do not offer any support to users who do not know
which content or links they want to insert. Specialized au-
thoring tools have been developed in the context of adap-
tive hypermedia, e.g. AHA![De Braet al., 2007], MOT
[Cristea and De Mooij, 2003] and VIDET[Armani, 2005].
With these tools users can specify relations between pieces
of content that determine how the material is adapted to
users with certain characteristics. When a user knows what



the web site should look like and how the adaptive compo-
nent must behave, these authoring tools enable him to im-
plement the site in an efficient and intuitive way. However,
again these tools do not help users to choose the appropri-
ate pieces of content or the relations between them.

Web site optimization systems help owners of web sites
to make their sites more efficient. These systems analyze
the contents or the log files of a site and generate recom-
mendations for improvement. A classic example is the
PageGather system[Perkowitz and Etzioni, 2000], which
generates index pages containing links to pages that are
frequently visited together in a user session. Hollink et
al. [2007] automatically analyze the log files of a site to
discover patterns in the behavior of users who navigate
through a menu. The patterns are used to optimize the effi-
ciency of the menu. These and other optimization systems
(see[Pierrakoset al., 2003] for an overview) are of great
value for the optimization of existing sites, but they do not
offer support for the creation of new sites.

Ontology mapping refers to the task of finding concepts
in one ontology that match concepts in another ontology.
Most ontology mapping algorithms first compare the texts
of the labels of the concepts and then use the relations be-
tween the concepts to refine the mappings (e.g.[Heß, 2006;
Hu and Qu, in press]). This methodology is similar to the
one followed in this work, where web pages play the role of
concepts and hyperlinks are relations. However, there are a
number of differences. First, labels of ontological concepts
are usually much shorter than the texts of web pages. Sec-
ond, ontology mapping aims to create one-to-one mappings
between single concepts of two, or in rare cases three, on-
tologies. The topics that we try to identify can be spread
over several pages and large numbers of web sites. Finally,
ontological relations usually have clear semantics that re-
strict the allowed mappings. The meaning of hyperlinks is
much less clear, so that we cannot use consistency checking
to discover low quality mappings.

It is well known that users often cannot accurately for-
mulate what they need. For this reason, systems for image
and video retrieval allow users to specify their queries by
means of examples: when a user enters an example image,
the system retrieves similar images or videos (e.g.[Snoek
et al. , 2004]). In text search engines example web pages
can not be entered directly, but in some systems search re-
sults are accompanied by links called ‘more like this’ or
‘similar pages’ (e.g.[Spink et al., 2000]). When one of
these links is clicked the user receives a page with search
results that are similar to the result that belongs to the link.
This functionality is comparable to the SiteGuide system.
In both cases the example-based approach helps users to
formulate what they need: search engines focus on the
needs of users who search for information and SiteGuide
on the needs of web designers.

3 Problem definition
In this section we will describe the task of the SiteGuide
system. There are two usage scenarios, which are in shown
in Figure 1. In both scenarios the user starts the interaction
by inputting the URLs of the entry pages of a set of example
web sites. SiteGuide scrapes and analyzes the sites and
captures their commonalities in a web site model. In the
first usage scenario the model forms the end point of the
interaction and is outputted in human readable form to the
user. In the second scenario the user has already created
a first draft version of his new site. He enters the URL

example
sites

draft of
new site differences

model
human

readable
statements

human
readable

statements

build
model

compare

format

format

Figure 1: The two usage scenarios of the SiteGuide system.
−� denotes the scenario 1.−� denotes scenario 2.

of the entry point of the new site in SiteGuide. SiteGuide
compares the draft with the model of the example sites and
outputs the differences.

Figure 2 shows the structure of an example site model.
A model consists of a number oftopics that represent the
subjects that are addressed at the example sites. To commu-
nicate the model to a user, SiteGuide uses a subset of the
following five properties to characterize a topic’s content
and structural features:

• has keywords X

• has title that contains terms X

• has URL that contains terms X

• is pointed to by links with anchors that contain terms X

• is linked to or from topic Y

Here X is a list of terms and Y is another topic.
Besides the characterizing properties, a topic can have

secondary features that describe how the topic is repre-
sented at the example sites:

• over how many pages the information on a topic is
spread

• the number of incoming and outgoing links of the
pages that address the topic

• examples of pages that address the topic

In the first scenario the model is outputted as a series
of natural language statements. An example is shown in
Figure 3(a). The output of scenario 2 are similar statements
that describe the differences between the example sites and
the draft (e.g. Figure 3(b)).

topic 2

properties
...

topic 3

properties
...

topic 4

properties
...

topic 1

secondary features

properties

topic 5

properties
...

● keywords: weather, wind
● title: Weather conditions

● 2 to 3 incoming links
● example page:
www.surf.com/weather.html

Figure 2: Example of an example site model. A model con-
sists of topics that have properties and secondary features
(only shown for topic 1). Frequently occurring hyperlinks
between topics are denoted by arrows.

4 Method
SiteGuide creates a mapping between the pages of the var-
ious example sites. The mapping forms the basis of the
example site model. In this section we first explain the for-
mat of the mapping. Then we describe how SiteGuide mea-
sures the quality of a potential mapping and how it finds the



a. All example sites have pages with keywords ‘lessons’, ’train-
ing’ (e.g. page ‘www.example.com/surfinglessons.html’) that
have a link to a page with the term ‘events’ in the title (e.g. page
‘www.example.com/upcoming.html’).

b. All example sites have pages with keyword ‘weather’ (e.g. page
‘www.example.com/weather.html’), but the new site does not.

Figure 3: Examples of output statements of SiteGuide for
usage scenarios 1 (a) and 2 (b).

mapping that maximizes the quality measure. Finally, the
generation of the example site model and the comparison
between the model and a draft of the new site are discussed.

4.1 Mapping format
Figure 4 shows the format of a mapping between a set of
example sites. The mapping comprises a number of map-
ping elements that represent topics. A mapping element
consists of page sets. Each page set contains all pages from
one example site that handle on the mapping elements’
topic. All pages of the example sites occur in at least one
mapping element, but they can occur in multiple elements.

In the simplest case the page sets contain only one page,
so that a mapping is created between individual pages. For
example, a mapping element can contain for each site the
page about surfing lessons. However, if on one of the sites
the information about surfing lessons is split over several
pages, these pages are placed together in a page set and
mapped as set onto the other pages about surfing lessons.
It can also happen that a mapping element does not con-
tain page sets from all sites, because some of the sites do
not contain information on the element’s topic. Pages oc-
cur in more than one mapping element, when they contain
content about more than one topic. For instance, suppose
that on one site the information about surfing lessons is on
the same page as the information about membership fees,
while on the other sites these topics are on distinct pages.
In this case the combination page should occur in two map-
ping elements: one about lessons and one about fees.

4.2 Quality measure
The main task of SiteGuide is to find a good mapping be-
tween the example sites. Therefore, it must be able to es-
timate the quality of a potential mapping. Intuitively, the
quality of a mapping depends on three criteria:

1. A mapping is better when the pages within one map-
ping element are more similar.

mapping
mapping element

page set site A
page a1 page a2

...

page set site B
page b1 page b2

page set site ...

...

...

mapping element
page set site A
page a3 page a4

...

page set site B
page b3 page b4

page set site ...

...

... ...

Figure 4: Format of a mapping between example sites.

2. A mapping is better when it maps the sites at a more
detailed level.

3. A mapping is better when it connects more pages.

We formalize these criteria in a quality measure. The
quality of a mapping is the average quality over all map-
ping elements in the mapping. The quality of an element is
defined by the similarity between its page sets.

We identify five factors that contribute to the similarity
of page sets. These factors correspond to the five character-
izing properties mentioned in Section 3: similarity between
texts of pages, between their titles, between their URLs, be-
tween the anchors of the links that point to the pages and
between the pages’ places in the link structures. The qual-
ity of a mapping element is a linear combination of these
similarities. The quality of elementM in mappingM is:

quality(M,M) =
∑

simi∈Sims

(wi ·simi(M,M))−c · |M|

HereSims are measures for the five types of similarity (ex-
plained below). The similarities are weighted with weight-
ing parameterswi, which add up to1. c is a parameter.
The term−c · |M| substracts a fixed amount (c) for each of
the |M| page sets in the mapping element. Consequently,
a page set only improves the score of an element if it bears
a similarity of at leastc to the other page sets.

To determine the similarity between the texts of the
pages in a mapping element, we compute for each page set
in the element the average similarity to each other page set.
Text similarity between two pages is expressed as the co-
sine similarity between the terms on the pages ([Salton and
McGill, 1983]). This measure enables SiteGuide to iden-
tify the parts of the texts that pages have in common and
ignore the site-specific parts. Stop word removal, stem-
ming andtf · idf weighting[Salton and McGill, 1983] are
applied to increase accuracy. The text similarity of an ele-
ment is the sum of the text similarities of its page sets.

Anchor text similarity is the cosine similarity between
the anchor texts of the links that point to the pages. In the
computation of this similarity, the anchors of all links that
point to a page are treated together as one document.

For the computation of page title similarity and URL
similarity we use the Levenshtein distance[Levenshtein,
1966] instead of the cosine similarity. Levenshtein distance
is more suitable for comparing short texts as it takes the or-
der of terms into account and works at character level in-
stead of term level.

The link structure similarity of an element is the propor-
tion of the incoming and outgoing links that are mapped
correctly. This means that if pagea is mapped onto page
b, then the children ofa (the pages whicha links to) must
be mapped on the children of pageb. Similarly, the parents
of a must be mapped on the parents ofb. The more chil-
dren and parents are mapped correctly, the higher the link
structure similarity.

Together the five similarity measures satisfy the criteria
for a good mapping that we defined above. A mapping ele-
ments scores higher on the measures when the pages in its
page sets are more similar (criterion 1). When the page sets
contain a few, highly similar pages, the average similarity
between the pages is higher than when large sets of pages
are mapped onto large sets (criterion 2). Finally, similar-
ity is maximized when an element contains page sets from
more sites (criterion 3).

When the example sites differ strongly in the way the
information is divided over the pages, a trade-off must be



made between criteria 1 and 2. In this case similarities be-
tween individual pages are low, so that elements with small
page sets will have low similarity. Creating elements with
large page sets increases similarity, but decreases the num-
ber of elements. The quality measure enables SiteGuide to
find the optimal trade-off.

4.3 Finding a good mapping
SiteGuide needs to find a mapping with a high similarity.
A naive approach would be to list all possible mappings,
compute for each mapping the similarity score, and choose
the mapping with the highest score. Unfortunately, this ap-
proach is not feasible, as the number of possible mappings
is extremely large. Each mapping element contains a sub-
set of the pages of the example sites. A mapping is a subset
of the possible mapping elements. As a result, the number
of possible mappings is at most22ns

, wheres is the number
of example sites andn is the average number of pages per
site.3 To make the problem computationally feasible, we
will use a heuristic approach that allows us to find a good
mapping without considering all possible mappings.

We create an initial mapping in which each page occurs
in exactly one page set and each page set contains exactly
one page. In other words, the initial mapping is a one-to-
one mapping between pages. The initial mapping is built
incrementally. First, we create a mapping between the first
and the second example site. For each two pages of these
sites we compute the text, title, URL and anchor text simi-
larity and weight these factors. In this stage we do not con-
sider link similarity as link similarity cannot be computed
for a mapping element in isolation but requires a complete
mapping. The so called Hungarian Algorithm[Munkres,
1957] is applied to the two sites to find the one-to-one map-
ping with the highest similarity. Then, the pages of the third
site are added to the mapping. We compute the text, title,
URL and anchor text similarity between all pages of the
third site and the already formed pairs of pages of the first
two sites and again apply the Hungarian Algorithm. This
process is continued until all example sites are included in
the initial mapping.

The initial mapping is refined by means of a hill climb-
ing method. In each step we try a number of modifications
to the current mapping and compute the effect on its simi-
larity score (including all five types of similarity). When a
modification improves the score it is retained; otherwise it
is undone. We keep trying modifications until we can not
find any more modifications that improve the score with a
sufficient amount.

Five types of modifications are used. Together, these
modifications suffice to transform any mapping into any
other mapping, so that, in theory, the optimal mapping can
always be found. However, in practice this does not always
happen, because the hill climbing algorithm can get stuck
in a local maximum. The types of modifications are:

• Split a mapping element: each page set in the mapping
element is placed in a separate mapping element.

• Merge two mapping elements: place all page sets of
the elements in one large element. If the elements con-
tain page sets from the same site, the sets are merged.

• Move a page from one mapping element to another
mapping element.

3The actual number is a little lower, because we do not need
to consider mappings with empty mapping elements or mappings
with elements that are subsets of other elements.

• Move a page from a mapping element to a new empty
mapping element.

• Copy a page from a mapping element to another map-
ping element.

These modifications can be applied to all mapping ele-
ments. To increase efficiency, we try modifications of ele-
ments with low similarity first.

There are various reasons why the hill climbing process
can improve the initial mapping. First, page sets can be
formed with more than one page and pages can be included
in multiple page sets. Second, for the computation of the
total similarity also link similarity is used. Finally, the hill
climbing process can overcome possible negative effects of
unfortunate choices made in the initialization phase as a
result of the order in which the example sites are added.

4.4 From mapping to model
The next step is to transform the mapping into a model of
the example sites. Each mapping element becomes a topic
in the model. Topics are characterized by the five properties
mentioned in Section 3. Which properties are used depends
on the values of the various similarity measures. When an
element scores high on text similarity, SiteGuide extracts
keywords from the text. When URL gives a high similarity,
terms from the URLs are used, etc.

To find the secondary features of the topics, SiteGuide
analyzes the page sets and links of the corresponding map-
ping elements. It determines for each site over how many
pages the information on a topic is spread and counts the
number of incoming and outgoing links. In each element
the pages that are most similar to the other pages in the
element become the example pages for the topic.

In the first usage scenario (see Section 3), SiteGuide out-
puts the example site model in the form of human readable
statements. An example is the statement in Figure 3(a).

In the second scenario SiteGuide compares the exam-
ple site model to a draft of the new site. It creates a
mapping between the example site mapping and the draft.
For this it uses the same method that created the example
site mapping, except that this time it does not alter the al-
ready created page sets of the example sites nor the map-
pings between them. Once the draft is mapped, SiteGuide
searches for differences between the draft and the exam-
ple site model. It determines which topics in the model do
not have corresponding pages in the draft and reports that
these topics are missing on the new site (e.g. Figure 3(b)).
Conversely, it determines which topics of the draft do not
have counterparts in the example sites and reports that the
new site is the only site that contains these topics. Finally,
it compares the secondary features of the topics in the new
site to the features of the topics in the example site model
and reports the differences.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate the mapping method on sites from three do-
mains: windsurf clubs, primary schools and small hotels.
For each domain 5 web sites were selected as example sites.
We purposely chose very different domains: the windsurf
clubs are non-profit organizations, the school domain is an
educational domain and the hotel domain is commercial.
To be able to evaluate the quality of automatically created
mappings we manually constructed for each domain a gold
standard mapping. In the gold standards, pages with sim-
ilar topics are mapped onto each other. Table 1 shows the



domain sites total min-max topics mapped % pages
pages pages in g.s topics mapped

in g.s. in g.s.
hotel 5 59 9-16 20 10 81%
surfing 5 120 8-61 38 14 76%
school 5 154 20-37 42 24 80%

Table 1: The number of example sites and the total, mini-
mum and maximum number of pages in the example sites.
The number of topics in the gold standards, the number of
topics in the gold standards that are found in more than one
site (mapped topics) and the percentage of the pages in the
gold standards that are mapped onto at least one other page.

main properties of the three evaluation domains and the
gold standard mappings.

The quality of mappings is expressed by three measures:
precision, recall and f-measure over mapped pairs of pages.
For each two pages from different example sites, we check
whether the two pages occur in one mapping element in the
gold standard mapping and in the mapping that we want to
evaluate. WhenPgold are the page pairs in the gold stan-
dard andPtest are page pairs in the test mapping, the mea-
sures are defined as:

precision = |Ptest ∩ Pgold|/|Ptest|
recall = |Ptest ∩ Pgold|/|Pgold|

f-measure= (2 · precision· recall)/(precision+ recall)

5.1 Results
To test the influence of the various similarity measures, we
performed a series of experiments in which we varied the
weights of the measures. On all three domains text similar-
ity proved to be the most important factor. In other words,
giving a high weight to the text similarity resulted in high
precision and recall. This corresponds to the intuition that
the text on a page gives most information on the page’s
topic. In the hotel and the surfing domains URLs also
appeared to be effective. In the school domain including
URL similarity did not improve the mapping. In this do-
main 3 of the 5 sites had URLs that were meaningless iden-
tifiers, such as ‘www.fendraytonschool.co.uk/page6.html’.
The page titles were in all domains not very informative as
on many sites all pages had the same title. The same holds
for the link similarity: many sites had a simple one-layer
menu that linked (almost) all pages to (almost) all other
pages. The anchor texts did differ between pages. Most
likely, the reason that anchors did not work well, is that
anchor texts are too short to provide enough information.

The influence of the minimum similarity, parameterc,
can be seen in Figure 5. The figure shows the situation
for the school domain; figures for the other domains look
similar. When the minimum similarity increases, we re-
quire mapped pages to be more similar. As a result, only
the best matching pages are mapped, so that precision is
increased, but recall decreased. Thus, with this parameter
we can balance the quality of the topics that we find against
the number of topics.

When the SiteGuide system is used by a real user, it obvi-
ously cannot use a gold standard to find the optimal param-
eter settings. Fortunately, we can estimate roughly how we
should choose the parameter values by looking at the result-
ing mappings. Mappings with too few pages per mapping
element do not reveal very much about the similarities of
the example sites. Mappings with too many pages per map-
ping element do not give much information either, as they
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Figure 5: Quality of mappings of the example site from the
school domain created with various values of the minimum
similarity c.

map almost everything on everything. In our experiments
we found that parameterc had a good value if the average
number of pages per element was between 1.25 and 2.

Good similarity weights can be found by looking at
the distribution of the similarities. If all page pairs have
roughly the same score on a similarity measure, apparently
this measure is not informative, which means that the mea-
sure should receive a low weight. High weights should be
assigned to similarities with high entropy (high scores for
a small number of page pairs).

Table 2 shows the scores of the mappings with the high-
est f-measures. The table suggests that SiteGuide creates
better models for smaller sites. On smaller sites there are
fewer possible mappings, so that the probability of finding
a correct mapping is larger.

domain precision recall f-measure
hotel 0.55 0.36 0.43
surf 0.34 0.21 0.25
school 0.47 0.14 0.21

Table 2: Quality of the example site mappings created with
the parameter values that maximized f-measure.

Inspection of the example site mappings showed that
SiteGuide was able to discover many useful topics. We give
a few examples. In the school domain SiteGuide created
a mapping element that contained for each site the pages
with term dates. It also found correctly that 4 out of 5
sites provided a list of staff members. In the surfing do-
main, an element was created that represented pages where
members could leave messages (fora). In the hotel domain
all pages about the types of rooms were grouped into one
element. These examples demonstrate that SiteGuide can
indeed help a user to formulate his requirements. Output
statements about these elements provide useful tips about
the site that the user wants to build. In this way, the general
idea of ‘I want something like these sites’ is transformed
into a list of very specific requirements. Following scenario
2, a user can get feedback on his draft site. For example,
when the owner of the fifth school site uses SiteGuide, he
learns his site is the only site without a staff list.

Not all elements in the mappings represented exactly one
topic. In an element about weather conditions, we found a
page about surfing locations. It is easy to see where this
mistake originated: the location page provided information
about the conditions in the various locations and therefore
contained weather related terms, such as ‘wind’, ‘wave’



and ‘water’. In the hotel domain an element with four pages
about prices of rooms included one page about the restau-
rant of one of the hotels. Although, these elements are not
entirely correct, the general topics are still clearly recog-
nizable, so that useful statements can be generated. Some
topics that the sites had in common were not found at all,
because the terms did not match. Two school sites pro-
vided information about school uniforms, but on the one
site these were called ‘uniform’ and on the other ‘school
dress’. These examples show the limitations of the term-
based approach. To be able to correct these mistakes, more
semantically informed methods are needed. In the future,
we will extend SiteGuide with WordNet[Fellbaum, 1998],
which will enable it to recognize the proximity between
terms like ‘uniform’ and ‘dress’.

6 Conclusions and outlook
In this work we addressed the problem of providing as-
sistance to amateur web designers who want to build a
web site but are not able to accurately express their re-
quirements. The SiteGuide system allows web designers
to specify their needs in an informal way by means of ex-
ample web sites that are similar to the one they would like
to create. SiteGuide automatically analyzes the example
sites and returns a model that describes the main features
that the sites have in common. In addition, it can show
differences between example sites and a first version of a
new site. In experiments done with example web sites from
three domains, SiteGuide proved able to find many impor-
tant features of the sites. The techniques presented here
could be used for other, similar tasks as well. Examples in-
clude identifying website copycats or identifying the ’most
typical website’ for a domain.

Although the first results of SiteGuide are promising,
more evaluation is needed. We are currently testing the
tool’s ability to discover mistakes in a draft design of a
web site. We remove topics and links from a web site and
add unnecessary information. The corrupted site is entered
as draft in SiteGuide together with a set of example sites.
These experiments enable us to see how many of the miss-
ing features SiteGuide is able to reveal. Another experi-
ment that we are currently evaluating will reveal how cor-
rect and understandable the identified topics are to users.
For this, we ask non-experts to describe the topics that are
presented to them in the form of Figure 3. These descrip-
tions are then evaluated with respect to a gold standard.
Further user studies are also planned and will co-occur with
the development of a more sophisticated user interface.

The current version of SiteGuide maps sites on the ba-
sis of superficial textual features. Our experiments suggest
that the example site models can be improved by includ-
ing more semantics. We are planning to connect SiteGuide
to WordNet or domain specific ontologies to improve the
mapping of web pages.

Besides the contents and the link structure, a web de-
signer also decides on the web site’s style. Example sites
can provide inspiration for style features, such as colors
and the use of images. Therefore, including these features
in SiteGuide could be a valuable addition to the system.
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